MINUTES

Rules Sub Committee
FAI CIA Commission

Online Event
24 Februar 2021

Ver.1 24.01.2021
1 ROLL CALL
Uwe Schneider AX-WG chairman
Les Purfield S1WG
Marc Andre, Erwin Pellegrum ScWG
Mark Sullivan AA-WG
Luc van Geyte BX-WG

2 APPOLOGIES
none

3 RSC-WORKING GROUPS’ SUMMARIES OF RECOMMENDATIONS
a) - AA/AM-WG summary of recommendations
b) - AX-WG summary of recommendations
c) - BX-WG summary of recommendations
d) - Scoring-WG summary of recommendations
e) - Statutes, By-Laws and Sporting Code-WG summary of recommendations

4 2020 CAT 1 RULES FOR APPROVAL
22nd European Championship 2021, Hungary
5th Junior World Championship 2021, Poland
64th Coupe Aeronautique Gordon Bennett 2021 – Wroclaw, Poland

5 ANY OTHER BUSINESS
(none)

6 2021/2022 RSC AND WG MEMBERS, RSC CHAIRPERSON
Members of RSC are by default the chairmen of the single working groups.
Present RSC chairperson Uwe Schneider is proposed for re-election by the plenary.

7 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS/MOTIONS TO THE CIA
See minutes of the 5 Working Groups.
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